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1393 (18 – 20 Feb 2015). Poultry implement man-
ufacturers, and the producers of animal drugs and 
additives, processed foods will attend there.

In Agriculture sector, no success in global Interactions 
without private setor

We see in many meetings that the competent authori-
ties of jihad-e-keshacarzy ministry (agriculture minis-
try) are eager to have relation to developed countries. 
They emphasize we need to transfer the advanced knowl-
edgs and technologies to improve the production in many 
fields. They belive that we need to use new scientific evi-
dents in animal husbandry, gardening, agronomy, aqua 
culture production and etc. On the othere hand, we see 
there is not appropriate support on private sectors that activate to transfer new 
technologies in the country. It seems there is a paradoxical behavior on authori-
ties in agriculture ministry.

Private sector investors has entered in interaction relations before the  
gocernment, and in spite of their laudable courage we cannot see any serious 
action to improve the global intractions.

Special investing in infra – structurals in agriculture 
sector in 1394 (2015) budget

M. Bakhshandeh, the Planning and Economy assistant of Agriculture Min-
istry announced: 23% is increased to the budget of agri-
culture sector for the next year.

He added,$ 1/5 billion is allocated for 550/000 hec 
in khoozestan and Ilam proviences to ready them for 
cultivation. Also $ 500 million is to revive 46/000, hec 
in Sistan provience.

M. Bakhshandeh Said about irrigation networks in 
12 border proviences by allocating $ 8 billion that will 
provide by both of mnistries, agriculture and power in 

4 years. Also, for installing pressurized irrigation systems $ 4,4 billion is allo-
cated.
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Why specialists say Unspecialized words
It seems that it is not supposed to unspecialized idealogical 

observations in agriculture and animal husbandry change to 
real prospects. And some of authorities in current government, 
aggravate the matter mistakenly or deliberately.

In a visit to Babol – kenar line poultry that organized by 
public relation office of Jihad-e-Keshacarzy ministry, some 
specialists hinted to unreal objects. For example one of them 
said” just now 3% of chickens are produced by this farm and it 

is predicted to share about 15% of global market in this way.
He added: “according to currencies instability, we forecast to provide 100% 

of domestic needs”. This  resource had told: “Iran is the 8th country in producing 
line poultry in the world”. Another person who is in an upper grade has said: “Till 
1380, (2001)this complex has supplied a bout 85% of domestic needs, but now it is 
decreased to less than 5%.” We think these subjects are not true and the responsible 
must reobserve their opinions.

Improving calving in Cows by kalagen company in Iran
Kalagen  company in coopration with “world 

wide sires” has an essential role to transfer the 
technology, training and genetics of cows in Iran.

In a summit which was held in Dec, 2014 in  
Kalagen company, Mr Cliff Marshal one of resp-
oncibles from “world wide sires”  attended and 
wished to enhance the  quality of genetics in Iran. 
Eng. Salary, the founder of ka agen company said 
that since 24 years ago he had many activities in  
breeding animals. Another activity of kalagen 
company is the genomic tests on the cows in Iran that have sent to USA.

Iran – Kish VIV, International Exhibition
A gate to the markets of regional countries and south of 

Persian Gulf
Iran – Kish VIV second edition will behold from 29th Bahman to 1 st Esfand 
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